A complete system of ready-to-use water prep, vibrant marbling acrylics, surface preparation, and tools. Safe and non-toxic. Just dissolve the Marbling Magic Medium in distilled water; drop our vibrant, perfectly balanced marbling acrylics onto the surface; use the tools to swirl and create your design; and then dip paper, fabric, shoes and more to create stunning, vibrant designs.
**NEW** water marbling acrylics™

Ready-to-use, fully intermixable, vibrant acrylics in a dropper tip squeeze bottle that allow color to be dropped onto the surface of the water with complete control. The marbling acrylic can also be applied with a sumi brush or marbling stick. Available in 2-oz.
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**DecoArt®**

**Acrylic Marbling Paint**

- Black DWM01
- White DWM02
- Pink DWM03
- Magenta DWM04
- Red DWM05
- Yellow DWM08
- Chartreuse DWM09
- Green DWM10
- Aquamarine DWM11
- Deep Turquoise DWM12
- Tropical Blue DWM13
- Blue DWM14
- Blue Violet DWM17
- Bright Violet DWM18

**2-oz.**
- Master: 24 • Inner: 3
- Weight: 4.7 lbs.
- Dimensions: 8.5L x 5.75W x 5.12H
**water marbling magic medium™ DWM100**

Easy to use powder that mixes with water to create perfectly “sized” solution that allows the marbling color to float. Comes in an 8-oz. hard jar.

---

**water marbling flow & resist™ DWM101**

Mix a small amount with the marbling color to increase the flow and spread of the paint. Or dilute the Flow and Resist with water and use the resulting mixture to repel the paints on the surface to create blank areas or voids. Comes in a 2-oz. squeeze with dropper tip.

---

**water marbling surface prep™ DWM102**

Dissolve this powder in warm water and soak into fabrics or lightly sponge onto surfaces for greater color permanence. Comes in an 8-oz. hard jar.
marbling tools & accessories

marbling rakes
Perfectly sized for our 12” x 15” tray (approx. 11.25” x 4” x .25” each), these rakes with their various intervals of “teeth” are used to comb through the paint floating on the surface to create a multitude of beautiful patterns.

Available in two styles:
- Standard Comb - DASK258 | Rake - DASK259

sumi brush set DABK44
Traditional Sumi brushes are loaded with the marbling acrylic and then lightly tapped on the surface of the water for the Japanese method of water marbling. Set contains 2 sumi brushes.

marbling stick set DABK45
6” long wooden stir stick can be used to apply paint, free-hand swirled designs and mix custom colors. Set contains 20 sticks.

6pc bandana blanks DAS265
21.5” x 21.5”, 100% cotton, white bandanas

marbling paper DAS261
8.5” x 11” acid-free marbling paper specifically designed to not allow the paint pigments to penetrate the surface providing vibrant, rich colors. Pack of 25 sheets.

newsprint cleaning paper DAS262
For cleaning the surface of the sized water between prints. (16) 11” x 17” sheets folded to 8.5” x 11”.

marbling tray DAS264
12” x 15” x 2” - Perfectly sized for shallow projects up to 11” x 14”.

dropper bottles DAS266
2-oz. squeeze dropper tip bottles for your custom color mixes. Pack of 3 bottles.

marbling splatter tool DABK46
Easily and quickly apply random-sized drops to your design stiff bristled tool.
8-count value packs
Includes (7) 2-oz. squeeze bottles with tip and 1 marbling magic medium

4-count value packs
Includes 2-oz squeeze bottles with tip

8CT. DASK641 - Essentials
- White
- Red
- Yellow
- Green
- Blue
- Blue Violet
- Black
- Marbling Medium

8CT. DASK643 - Brights
- White
- Magenta
- Charteuse
- Aquamarine
- Tropical Blue
- Bright Violet
- Black
- Marbling Medium

4CT. DASK644 - Modern Brights
- Red
- Charteuse
- Tropical Blue
- Black

4CT. DASK646 - Paradise Delights
- Magenta
- Charteuse
- Aquamarine
- Tropical Blue

4CT. DASK645 - Tropical Blues
- White
- Aquamarine
- Tropical Blue
- Blue

4CT. DASK647 - Botanical Hues
- White
- Green
- Aquamarine
- Black

4CT. DASK648 - Galactic Geode
- Aquamarine
- Tropical Blue
- Bright Violet
- Black
Beginner’s Kit - Everything you need to get dipping in one easy kit!

- (5) 2-oz. squeeze bottles with dropper tips of DecoArt Water Marbling Acrylic colors
- (1) 2-oz. bottle of DecoArt Marbling Magic Medium, just mix with hot water
- (10) marbling stick tools
- (10) Pieces of 8.5” x11” marbling paper
- (1) Clear plastic tray (nested on the bottom of the tray holding paints and tools)
- (1) Easy step-by-step instructions and technique guide

Create a beautiful and versatile one-of-a-kind accessory!

- 2oz Magic Medium
- 2oz Surface Prep
- (4) - 2oz Marbling Acrylic paints
- (6) bandana scarf blanks
- (6) Marbling sticks